In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient mechanism to self-configure semi-structured overlay networks for heterogeneous peer-to-peer 
Introduction
Recently, quite a few schemes [5, 8, 6, 12, 10] have been proposed to address the self-configuration and query efficiency issues in P2P system. Structured topologies such as HyperCuP [8] and distributed hashing mechanisms [6, 12, 10] attempt to evenly balance load on all nodes in the network. These approaches seem to be appealing by assuming all nodes are equal in capacity. However, analysis of real P2P networks [7] shows that the capacities of nodes in P2P systems vary widely. Hence weak nodes are bottlenecks in such structured topologies.
To solve the problem, superpeer approaches, such as Ultrapeers [9] and FastTrack [3] , use superpeers as gateways for weaker nodes in the system to improve the efficiency and scalability of the unstructured networks. However, the distinction between a normal and superpeer in these systems is discrete and binary, and does not match the actual distribution of node capacities, thus do not completely address the problem of varying node capabilities.. Another approach to address the network heterogeneity problem is proposed in Gia [2] . It incorporates several techniques to compensate for the heterogeneity of the underlying network and the poor scalability of classic Gnutella. Nonetheless, the cost in terms of network resources of this method is unclear and replying on random walks for searches increases latency and may cause false negative responses.
In this paper, we propose a new protocol for selfconfiguring and searching P2P networks, based on our observation that it is possible to exploit the natural heterogeneity of P2P networks to optimize searches without requiring a globally consistent view of the network. Our objective is to create a hierarchical network structure using simple protocol and heuristics so that the self-configured P2P network can be searched more efficiently than a standard unstructured Gnutella like P2P network as demonstrated in [1] . We must note here that the proposed hierarchical network is essentially unstructured, because it does not restrict the location of entering nodes as the structured network approaches do. The workload of message handling on each node in the resulting overlay network is comparative to node power. Nodes join the network by first locating one node in a set of index nodes, whose capacity exceed that of non-index peers, and then following a random path away from that node, and finally creating a link with the first available node. Search is also facilitated by the index nodes, which maintain a complete directory view of the system. Queries reach an index node from a source via a path of increasingly powerful nodes, and responses are propagated along a reverse path. To further improve the query efficiency, we propose a caching assisted query mechanism in which the intermediate nodes cache query responses, and are hence able to immediately respond to future queries. The caching assisted query scheme avoids requiring for all queries to reach all nodes without introducing false negatives.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we propose and discuss the self-configuration protocols and query mechanisms. In section 3, we use simulation to evaluate the feasibility of our proposed protocols, and to demonstrate the performance advantages of using these protocols in P2P networks. We give our conclusion in section 4.
Self-configuration protocols and query schemes
Establishing random connections as that in the Gnutella protocol [4] is not an effective way to guarantee low diameter and connectedness in an unstructured P2P network [5] . Our self-configuration protocol is a natural extension of the superpeer mechanism, whereby the nodes with higher capacities serve as redundant indices to store global data. The P2P network is constructed so that it tends to form a hierarchy, with the most powerful nodes near the centroid. This structure permits efficient searches and avoids the hot-spot problem, as the workload carried by a node corresponds to its capacity.
Index nodes
An essential feature of our proposed self-configuration protocol for P2P networks is the notion of index nodes. The set of index nodes is I = {n|∀x ∈ N (n), pp(x) < pp(n)}, where N (n) represents the neighborhood of n, and pp(n) stands for peer power of node n. Each index node maintains secondary connections with all other index nodes, which are used for message routing but is not used in the index node selection. This architecture guarantees the self-configured overlay network is connected, since any node either is an index node or can reach an index node via a parent. In this overlay network, broadcasting can be facilitated by sending a message upstream to an index node, disseminating to all index nodes, and then sending downstream to all other nodes.
Peer power
The goal of our self-configuration protocol is to guarantee that the number of messages handled by a node must match up its capacity. A reasonable approach is requiring that the degree of a node in the network is comparative to its capacity, and that high capacity nodes exist near the center of the network. To facilitate this approach, we define peer power as the metric for measuring node capacity. Peer power is a unitless aggregate measure of the resources in a peer node. It is used to determine the node's capacity to accept links and process messages. Our approach transcends the traditional superpeer concept by categorizing peers with much finer granularity. Peer power is a node's own estimate of its capacity to host connections. Although it is impossible to quantify the relevant performance of computers absolutely, it is possible to define consistent heuristics so that similar machines advertise similar values and the relationship among values corresponds to true performance difference. The metric should reflect three facts:
1. Diminishing Returns: The connection capacity increase tends to be sublinear with respect to the increase in available resources, such as bandwidth, CPU power, or memory.
Weakest Component Dominates:
The capacity of a system is limited by the weakest component of the system.
Uptime:
The only available estimate of a node's stability is its uptime. The stability does not directly impact the capacity of the node, but rewarding nodes with a high uptime is effective in practice.
With these considerations, we propose the following formula to compute the peer power of a node n:
In this equation, BW , CP U , RAM , and U T are network bandwidth, CPU power, available memory and uptime for node n respectively. BW min , CP U min , and RAM min are respective minimum values of network bandwidth, CPU power, and memory recorded on the index nodes in the P2P network. This formula captures the available parameters into a single unitless value which can be used to differentiate among the capabilities of nodes on the P2P network. Peer power directly corresponds to the number of connections a node can support. The coefficients α, β, γ, and δ are used as weighting factors, which are decided by emphases of the p2p networks and applications. Their values can also be identified through experimental studies.
Network configuration
JOIN and LEAVE are the two fundamental operations in the network self-configuration process. A node uses the JOIN operation to enter the P2P network, and the LEAVE operation to exit. The JOIN protocol uses a random walk originating from one of the index nodes toward the edge of the overlay network to locate a peer for an incoming node. As used before, N (n) represents the neighborhood of n in our algorithms. V g is the set of nodes in the P2P network G.
JOIN:
Node n is joining network G.
Algorithm 1 Link Creation
n transmit link request to any existing node n while n is not an index node do n selects random parent p n passes link request to p let n = p end while n selects random index node i let n = i while degree(n ) >= capacity(n ) do if n is an edge node then link creation fails; return else n selects random child c n passes link request to c let n = c end if end while n creates link to n When a new node n wants to join the P2P network, it contacts any existing node n ∈ V g . n transmits a message containing the address of n to a random index node i, which creates a link with n if possible. If i is already at full capacity, the message is transmitted to another index at random, and then downward using the random walk method, and the first node which is able to do so creates a link with n. The links created using this mechanism are as close to the core nodes as possible. This approach can minimize network diameter, and reduce load on the weaker edge nodes. n will request up to M IN connections from the P2P network using the same mechanism, where M IN is the minimum number of neighbors required for a node. If n has no parents after creating M IN links, it must become an index or create a link with one. The naive approach of making an index node out of each node which does not have a parent is infeasible as the number of such nodes grows linearly with the size of the network. Rather, the number of indices is latched to a maximum value, log|V g |. If a new node would cause this limit to be exceeded, the node locates and creates a link with an existing index. Since these additional links may overload the indices, an overloaded index node may drop an existing link to a node that has another parent. A simple network with two index nodes that contains two files is shown in Figure 1 . The number in a node represents its peer power. The solid lines demonstrate parent/child peer relationships, where the node with a higher peer power is the parent node. The secondary connection between indices is represented by the dashed line.
LEAVE: Node n leaves network G
When a node n ∈ N (n) detects failure of node n due to connection timeout, Node Exit is called. The failure of a node is detected by its neighbors as a dropped connection. Upon detecting the failure of n, its strongest nonoverloaded child c will drop its existing connections and create connections with all of the neighbors of n, thus preserving the local structure of the network. c in turn must Algorithm 3 Node Exit n transmits exit notification to an index node via path of random parents. indices transmit cache invalidate messages as necessary. if n ∈ children(n) and ∀c ∈ children(n), capacity(n ) >= capacity(c) then n exits network, and creates links with all peers of n end if if degree(n ) < MIN then use Link Creation on n to reassert invariant end if be replaced by one of its children, and the process is propagated toward the edge of the network. Since c is a child of n, its capacity is likely to be lower than that of n, and so the operation may overload c. If n was an index node, c now becomes an index node and forms secondary connections to all other indices. If n was an edge node and hence has no children, any of its neighbors whose link count falls below MIN must create new links following the JOIN protocol. Thus each node is required to be aware of their neighbors as well as their parents. An announcement of the failure of n must be transmitted to the indices via a random upstream path to invalidate any cached information of its files. If |N (n )| < MIN, where n was a neighbor of n, n follows the JOIN protocol to establish new links
Caching assisted query
A primary objective of the P2P network is to efficiently locate files with reliable queries. In practice this means any node must be able to obtain an accurate directory listing and file metadata with minimal latency. Piecing together a view of the namespace by querying every node on the network is clearly infeasible; a complete view must be obtainable from some well known sources. A simple approach is to rely on the indices to respond to every directory query. To achieve query efficiency, the index nodes maintain a complete view of the P2P network. Most events in file sharing P2P systems are reads, and directory queries outweigh updates, and so caching directory data is advisable. Taking advantage of the hierarchical nature of our self-configured overlay network, each node maintains a view representing the union of its descendants. A query is propagated upstream until an authoritative response can be made at an index node. The response is unicast along the reverse path back to the initial query node, and each intermediate node caches the file information. Future queries for the same data in the same region of the overlay network may henceforth be serviced without accessing the indices. This caching assisted query approach exploits the storage power of nodes to enhance network functionality.
The information cached in the intermediate nodes regarding a file must contain at least four fields as shown in Figure 2 . The file name is a key by which queries are matched, and the owner identifies which node holds the requested file. A source field indicates which parent this cached information was obtained from, and a list of interested children indicates which children have requested information regarding the file. The latter two fields are necessary to ensure cached data can be effectively invalidated when the file is removed or a link is severed, as described in the following paragraph. We should note that the cache line is very small and will not take much disk space from the peer nodes. A comparable approach is used by web browsers, which rely on cookies to assist queries or session maintenance.
When a file is deleted, or the node that holds the file fails, the cached information regarding that file must be purged from the network. Since only part of the network is likely to have cached data regarding the file, broadcasting a global cache invalidate message is unnecessarily expensive. Hence it is necessary that each node retains a list of children who have requested information on a given file, and forward invalidate messages to those children only. Because links may be severed to avoid overloading indices and nodes may fail, the partial-broadcast invalidating messages may be prevented from reaching their destination. To avoid leaving stale cache lines in the network, each cache line must contain the source node from which the information was acquired, and in case the link is severed, that cache line can still be invalidated. The caching assisted query and invalidating mechanism work as follows.
SEARCH: Node n tries to locate file F .

Algorithm 4 Search
while n is not an index and n has no cache line for F do n selects random parent p let n = p end while if n has cache line for F then transmit affirmative query response along reverse path to source; create a cache line for F in each intermediate node. else transmit negative query response along reverse path to source. end if when a query for file F is issued in node n, it passes the query via a random upstream path. Any ancestor which has a cache line for F responds with a unicast message, and appends the child from which the query was received. All nodes on the reverse path cache the response to benefit future queries. When creating a cache line, the node informs the parent from which the response was received. If the link to that parent is ever severed, or an invalidate message for the cache line is received, the node forwards an invalidate message to any children which have requested the cache line.
For instance, in the P2P network illustrated in Figure 1 , two files f1 and f2 are located at node 8 and node 3 respectively. The indices and the nodes which own the files maintain cache line at all times. The information cached by intermediate nodes following a query for f1 by Node 7 are shown in Figure 3 . The message is transmitted along a random upstream path, via node 4, to an index node which provides a response along the reverse path. Nodes 7 and 4 create cache lines indicating node 8 is the owner of f1. Node 1 adds node 4, and node 4 adds node 7 as interested children.
Using the self-configuration protocols and search mechanisms, the semi-structured P2P network distributes the workload comparative to node capacity distribution. Since read operations are expected to outweigh updates, the caching assisted querying reduces load on the indices. Unlike the approach of globally replicating directory information, in our method only those nodes interested in a file cache its information. If a file is unpopular, its data will not be frequently cached, reducing the overhead of unnecessary cache invalidate messages.
Performance study
To verify the feasibility of our protocols and algorithms, we use a discrete event simulation to evaluate our proposed P2P network. The effectiveness of such a P2P network can be measured in several different ways. In terms of the JOIN and LEAVE operations, we are most interested in confirming that the diameter of the network remains low, and that strong nodes migrate toward the graph centroid as anticipated. We also want to study the network performance enhancement achieved by our self-configuration protocol. Finally we evaluate the improvement of query efficiency contributed by caching.
The quality of the self-configured network was measured by observing the eccentricity of the indices, as it is an indicator for expected search latency and a reasonable estimate of the graph diameter. We also measure the number of messages processed by each node due to node creation, node exit, and search operations with caching enabled or disabled. Search messages include query messages and query responses.
Simulation model
We assume an evolving network similar to that in [5] . We model the node join and exit activities in the P2P network as a standard M/M/1 queue [11] , where an arrival in M/M/1 queue represents a node joining the P2P network, the node lifetime is presented as the time spent in the queue, and the number of nodes in P2P network is assumed to be the queue length. The arrival of nodes follows the distribution p(arrival < t) = 1 − e − t λ 1 and the lifetime of nodes follows distribution p(lif etime < t) = 1 − e − t λ 2 , where λ 1 and λ 2 are mean arrival time and lifetime of the P2P nodes. This memoryless distribution is a reasonable model for a P2P network since nodes presumably are acting independently. By Little's Law, the expected number of nodes in the P2P network is N = λ2 λ1 . It is sufficient to describe the behavior of the network in an abstract sense although this may not actually be the case since, for instance, the computers in a corporate network may be rebooted on a fixed schedule or may be influenced by other global events.
We also assume that the peer power of each node, independent of the arrival time and duration, is uniformly distributed with a mean µ. A uniform distribution assumes that newer nodes are not more powerful simply by virtue of being newer. The peer power of a node is assigned when the node is created, and remains static through its lifetime. We further assume the minimum degree of nodes is M IN . The parameters used in the measurements were µ = 15 and M IN = 6. All results are averaged over five trials. 
Efficiency of the proposed self-configuration protocols
Message handling latency and the number of involving nodes are dependent primarily on the distance of nodes from the indices. The effectiveness of our proposed selfconfiguration protocols described in section 2.3 is evaluated by comparing to a Gnutella like approach whereby links are simply created to random existing nodes. As discussed in section 2.3, the number of index nodes is bounded by log|V g |, and index nodes accepted overload connections if an excessive number of locally maximal nodes were created. Bounding the number of index nodes can maintain a low diameter for the network. This is proved by our simulation results depicted by Figure 4 , in which the eccentricity of the index nodes is logarithmic with respect to the size of the P2P network self-configured by our proposed JOIN/LEAVE protocols. Overload forces some nodes to exceed its workload capacity and degrade system performance. We compare the degree of overloading using our self-configuration protocols with that using a policy of creating links with random peers. Figure 5 illustrates the highest degree to which a node in the network is overloaded after 500000 ticks with N = λ2 λ1 = 100 to 1000. Using our self-configuration protocols, no node is forced to accept more than five links in excess of its capacity. On the other hand, using a policy of creating links with random peers forces in excess of a hundred overload links to some nodes. The simulation results show that our self-configuration protocols are effective in terms of minimizing node overload.
Effectiveness of index based queries
Gnutella-like unstructured networks suffer from costly searches because queries are untargeted. If the possibility of false negatives is unacceptable, search distance cannot be limited by a maximum hop count or time to live of the query message. Rather, all nodes on the network are required to receive all query messages. Since nodes in an unstructured P2P network are not aware of network topology, they must forward all messages to all neighbors. As a result, every node receives degree(n) − 1 copies of query messages for every query. On the other hand, using our index based query mechanism reduces query cost to the number of hops needed to reach an index node from a source node.
To illustrate the advantages of our index based searching mechanism, we perform a series of simulated searches in our self-configured P2P network. We also run the same searches on a Gnutella-like randomly built network with blind breadth first searches. A network with N = 500 nodes was generated, and "files" were inserted at random nodes at random intervals with a mean of 1000 ticks. A query for a random file is issued from a random node at each tick. Figure 6 shows the number of messages handled per query for query, response, and cache invalidating operations through 100000 ticks. The lifetimes for a file ranged from 100 to 1000 ticks following creation. When lifetime of a file expires, it was purged and an invalidate message was passed to any interested nodes. As demonstrated by Figure 6 , the average number of messages needed by the classic Gnutellalike approach for each query is much greater than that using our index based search approach.
Benefits of caching assisted querying
Caching query results by intermediate nodes can further reduce the cost of queries, particularly when files are accessed frequently before they are destroyed, since the overhead of invalidate messages is relatively low. To investigate the benefit of the caching assisted query, we repeat the search simulation with caching enabled and disabled. The efficiency of the query mechanism was measured by the number of messages needed per query as depicted in Figure 7 . As expected, search without queries cached by intermediate nodes requires 25-40% more messages even if the extra invalidate messages have to be included in our caching assisted query mechanism.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a simple and efficient mechanism for self-configuring semi-structured overlay network for heterogeneous peer-to-peer systems with no global knowledge. The overlay network is constructed as a hierarchical graph based on peer power which is an aggregate measure of available resources. We use index based, random walk JOIN and LEAVE protocols to build the overlay network where node degree and workload correspond to its peer power. We also propose an index based query scheme for peers to search documents in the network. Performance studies demonstrate that the proposed self-configuration protocols and search scheme are efficient and viable. The self-configured P2P system has significantly lower query cost than traditional Gnutella-like P2P systems. Furthermore, we propose a caching assisted query mechanism where query results are cached by intermediate nodes along the search path, thereby exploiting the surplus storage power of the peers and further improving query efficiency. Caching assisted query permits a quicker response to subsequent queries for popular data without incurring the excessive overhead of globally replicated directory information. Our simulation results show that the caching assisted query provides an additional reduction of up to 40% in messages needed per query.
